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ABSTRACT
DENTISTS’ KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND APPLICATION OF BEHAVIOR GUIDANCE
TECHNIQUES ON ADULTS WITH DENTAL FEAR & ANXIETY
JULY 2015
SARAH C. MORIARTY, D.D.S., WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY
Directed By:
Romer Ocanto, D.D.S., M.S., M.Ed., Pediatric Dentistry, Nova Southeastern University
Oscar Padilla, D.D.S., Pediatric Dentistry, Nova Southeastern University
Yulema Cruz, M.S., B.C.B.A., Human Services, Nova Southeastern University

Goals and objectives. To gather information intended to advocate for increased
behavioral sciences integration into dentistry that could directly benefit the
pediatric population by easing transitions to other dental specialists or into adult
dental care. Furthermore, to facilitate the potential indirect effect of vertical
transmission reduction through fearful adults pursuing dental care. Background.
Extensive detail is provided regarding; the negative effects of DFA on the patient
and practitioner, deficits in the literature on the topic, identification and
management of different types of fear, and detailed behavior guidance techniques
applicable to the adult population. Methods. A 28-question survey instrument was
designed and sent to 6,117 ADA members in the United States via a medical
marketing agency regarding attitudes and beliefs of dentists on behavior guidance
techniques practiced on adults. Frequencies and one-tailed z-proportion tests were
used to investigate dentists’ skills in treating dental fear and anxiety in adult
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patients, current strategies used in practice to treat these patients, and explore the
need for additional education. Results. A total of 234 people responded to the
survey; of which, 162 responses qualified for analysis. Overall, the majority of
dental practitioners perceive that they understand the conceptual framework of
techniques and can effectively apply them; yet, most experience stress, difficulty,
and have very limited educational background in behavior guidance. There was an
interest in learning the correct application of techniques, but unwillingness to pay
for education that could teach such skills. The results of the analysis enable
acceptance of the alternative hypothesis for portions of every aim. Conclusion. In
relation to the study group, with very limited DFA knowledge, dentists are apt to be
blinded to the potential understanding, application, and success that can come with
behavior guidance education and integration into the dental field. This conclusion
was supported by the contradictory answers provided by survey participants.
Sufficient information was gathered to validate that a need exists to advocate for
increased behavioral sciences integration into dentistry. With limited modern
literature this study implies a need to invest into well-designed studies to prove a
behavior guidance deficit exists in the U.S. dentist population, in addition to benefits
that accompany a knowledgeable provider.

This is a replication of a study done by Brahm et al. and we thank those authors for their assistance in
the development of the measurement instrument.
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GLOSSARY
Behavior Guidance: A clinical art form and skill built on a foundation of scientific
principles, that requires communication, empathy, coaching, tolerance,
flexibility, and active listening; the goal is to establish communication,
alleviate DFA, deliver quality care, building a trusting relationship, and
promote a positive attitude towards oral health 1.
Behavior Shaping: A direct intentional response (by dentist) immediately
following a behavior (patient) to positively or negatively reinforce that
behavior, this includes verbal acknowledgement of cooperation or
complimenting patient for progress 2.
Communication: Establishment of an effective two-way interaction that
acknowledges patient’s verbal and non-verbal cues while demonstrating
empathy and providing information to correct anticipatory
misconceptions 2,3.
Contingent Escape: A brief break (5 seconds - 1 minute) of escape contingent upon
cooperative behavior (or completing a task), with any disruptive behavior
delaying the break 4,5.
Control: Enables a patient to feel that they can regulate the situation if need be; this
increase in predictability results in a decrease in uncertainty 3.
Coping Strategies: A cognitive process with dynamic changes over time in
response to objective demands and subjective appraisal of the situation 6,7.

xiv

Dental Anxiety: Denotes a state of apprehension that something dreadful is going
to happen in relation to dental treatment, and is coupled with a sense of
loosing control 8.
Dental Fear: A normal emotional reaction to one or more specific threatening
stimuli in the dental setting 8.
Dental Fear & Anxiety: A complex combination of exogenous and endogenous
factors that result in strong negative feelings associated with dental
treatment 6,8.
Diaphragmatic Breathing: A taught form of slowly paced abdominal breathing to
induce a physiological relaxation response 3.
Distraction: Directing a shift in attention or mental focus to a specific alternative
stimuli or situation 3.
Guided Imagery: A taught technique that involves patients mentally taking
themselves to a pleasant or relaxing place 3.
Hypnosis: An interactive process where the hypnotist attempts to influence a
patient’s perceptions, feeling, thinking, and behavior by asking to
concentrate on ideas and images to evoke the intended effect 3.
Intensive Cognitive Therapy: Aims to analyze a patient’s thoughts, beliefs,
interpretations, and how they interact with emotions 9.
Interim Therapeutic Restoration (ITR): a procedure in which only soft,
demineralized tooth tissue is removed with hand instruments alone followed
by placement of an adhesive restoration such as glass ionomer 1.

xv

Internal Locus of Control: Individuals that generally believe that they, rather
than other people, uncontrollable factors, or fate, are responsible for the
outcome of their lives 10.
Mild Cognitive Therapy: Aims to facilitate a new understanding and restructure a
patient’s mind to no longer fear a specific stimulus 9.
Non-Verbal Communication: Reinforcement and guidance of behavior through
appropriate contact, posture, facial expression, and body language 1.
Progressive Muscle Relaxation: A taught systematically guided tensing and
relaxation of muscles to induce a physiological relaxation response 3.
Signaling: A predetermined signal established between provider and patient that
allows the patient to halt any procedure 3.
Social Modeling: Observation of another person undergoing similar dental
treatment to foster adaptive behavior through vicarious conditioning
(observation and imitation) 11 5 12.
Successive Approximation: Slowly exposing a patient to a more invasive
procedure while allowing them to maintain a sense of control, this includes
things like running handpiece with a bur next to a tooth, then slightly
touching the tooth, and then finally on the tooth to acclimate the patient 2.
Systematic Desensitization: Slowly exposing a patient to a more invasive
procedure while allowing them to maintain a sense of control 13.

xvi

Tell-Show-Do: A technique that requires steps: an age (developmentally)
appropriate verbal explanation of a procedure, followed by a demonstration
that engages as many senses as possible (visual, auditory, olfactory, and
tactile), then completion of the procedure without deviating from the
established plan 1,5.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1: Topic Overview
1.1.1: Topic Introduction/Premise
Pediatric dentists apply the clinical art form and skill of behavior guidance 1
on every patient by implementing, “communication, empathy, coaching, tolerance,
flexibility, and active listening” 1, in efforts to establish effective “communication,
alleviate fear and anxiety, deliver quality dental care, build a trusting relationship,
and promote the child’s positive attitude toward oral health care” 1. This requires
critically assessing the effects of a treatment approach on a specific patient, with
immediate modification if necessary 8, and has been shown to have positive effects
on behavior at subsequent appointments 14. Behavior guidance techniques are
strong and well established in the dental literature with trends in use being more
heavily influenced by societal acceptance rather than clinical effectiveness 15.

Pediatric dental research and education should work towards establishing a
behavior guidance foundation for the practitioner who sees adult patients to enable
them to fully understand and apply techniques comfortably in a routine practice
setting. It is the principle investigators belief that most pediatric behavior guidance
principles can and should be used in adult patients, but exposure on how to use
these techniques are limited and almost always reserved for the pediatric patient
without regards to how to adjust language and actions to properly communicate
with the adolescent or adult patient. Expanding knowledge to disciplines outside of
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pediatric dentistry would aid in treatment of the adult population and also of the
pediatric population when seeking treatment from these other providers.

1.1.2: Background and Justification
According to Brahm et al. dental fear is recognized as one of the most
common fears and phobias and is considered a universal problem; yet, there is
scarce literature in regards to dentist’s competence in dental fear and current
treatment strategies for treating adult patients who are affected 16.

Despite the literary support for dentists to screen for dental anxiety 17, a
recent Australian study found that only 3.7% of dentists use validated dental anxiety
screening scales with the majority of participants reporting that they were unaware
such scales existed 18. In this same study, 66.9% of dentists reported that they had
not received any formal training in dental school on the identification and
management of DFA despite the predicted prevalence of 19.4% of adults in the
Australian population 18.

1.1.3: Research Problem
Historically, dental literature recognizes the challenge of working with adult
patients identified with DFA 19, and the behavioral sciences have reciprocated by
developing numerous scales to accurately measure dental anxiety 17. Modern
American dental literature has failed to establish treatment guidelines for adult
patients with DFA that utilize psychological constructs to demonstrate how
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behavioral guidance can ameliorate this challenge. Most of the literature on this
topic is in International journals and limited studies address the dentists’
competence in treating DFA adults 16.

1.1.4: Deficiencies in the Evidence
Similar to the education provided to the pediatric dentist on behavior
guidance, literature and educational courses need to support behavior guidance of
the adult patient for the general practitioner. Just as pediatric behavior guidance is
second nature to the pediatric practitioner, adult behavior guidance should be
second nature to any adult practitioner. There is an overwhelming amount of
literature supporting pediatric behavior guidance techniques; describing how they
are defined, how they should be implicated, indication, contraindication, benefits,
risks, degree of effectiveness in which situation, and such forth, is incomparable to
the literature on adult behavior guidance techniques. In order to formulate a
thorough literature review for this study, the principle investigator had to include
behavior guidance concepts from the pediatric dental literature (only concepts that
are not pediatric-specific were included), access international studies, and use dated
literature that could only be found in print. If the review had been limited to
modern American dental literature specific for adult patients, there would have
been insufficient evidence to support the research question. This deficit does not
support the ideal that general practitioners are practicing evidence-based behavior
guidance on adult patients based on the dental literature.
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1.1.5: Audience
This study will benefit the dental practitioners, dental educators, and all
associated patients. The act of simply reading the survey instrument itself may
spark the in interest of some dentists; leading to a self-driven investigation of the
topic, which could result in a direct benefit of dentist’s awareness, motivation to
increase knowledge, and application in practice that could increase patient
satisfaction. Outside of this immediate benefit, this study will act as the first step
towards advocating for increased behavior science integration into dental
curriculum and continuing education courses.

Accomplishing this momentous task could lead to a drive in education to hire
experts who can efficiently and effectively teach behavior sciences in a manner that
can be directly applied to the dental office, which would increase awareness, drive
further research, and equip most practitioners with new skill that will become part
of the dental profession. It could also potentially increase dentist satisfaction;
pertaining to, satisfaction with ability to efficiently treat DFA patients, increased
ability to recognize critical signals in DFA patients, decreased patient cancellations,
less stress, and running a more efficient practice. It may also equip practitioners
outside of pediatric dentists to more appropriately manage pediatric patients or
patients with special health care needs when needed (i.e. for treatment outside the
scope of pediatric dentistry or transitioning patients to age appropriate providers).
Most importantly, all associated patients will benefit from a more tolerable, less
threatening, empathetic dental environment; which could result in, increased
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patient satisfaction, more consistent preventative measures with decreased
extensive procedures, with parents less likely to indirectly influence their children
to develop DFA or directly enabling transmission of oral bacteria that will have a
lifelong effect on their oral cavity.

1.1.6: Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this specific study is to investigate the dentists’ skills in
treating dental fear and anxiety (DFA) in adult patients, current strategies used in
practice to treat these patients, and to explore the need for additional education. It
is intended to gather information that may be used to advocate for increased
behavioral sciences integration into dentistry that could directly benefit the
pediatric population by easing transition to other dental specialists or into adult
dental care and reducing vertical transmission from caregivers.

1.2: Dental Fear and Anxiety (DFA) and Dental Office Management
Dental fear and anxiety (DFA) is prominent amongst the adult population 9,
and it is considered the main cause of dental avoidance 6,20-22. Avoidance of dental
care leads to deterioration of oral health 20, which can severely impact a person’s
psychosocial function and quality of life 9,20,23. Feelings of guilt, shame, and
inferiority ensue with dentition deterioration, resulting in more fear and anxiety,
leading back to avoidance of dental care in a cyclic pattern 23,24. DFA is similar to
specific phobias since it involves pronounced avoidance tendencies and interferes in
multiple ways with the afflicted person’s life 23. It is a combination of exogenous
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factors (direct or indirect learning form aversive experiences) and endogenous
factors (part of general anxiety/depressive disorder) 6. Previous studies have
reported that 75% of U.S adults experience some degree of DFA; with 5-10%
avoiding treatment all together with the exception of severe pain or oral pathology
25.

This delay in care leads to more extensive treatment needs 9. The invasive

procedures usually required to treat a patient’s dental emergency negatively
reinforces their DFA, feeding into the same cyclic pattern25.

Traditionally, dental avoiders originate from one of two groups, either those
with family members who had unpleasant dental experiences or poor attitudes
towards dentists, or those who had an early traumatic experience themselves 19.
Publications in the 1920s are reported to caution dentists about the need to
minimize DFA in the dental office by using techniques such as positive suggestions
and being aware of their actions 19.

To the dentist’s disadvantage, visiting the dentist can elicit acute anxiety and
fear not only in patients with previous negative experiences, but also those who
have not necessarily had a positive experience 26. Unlike young children, adults are
bound by social convention to behave in the dental office 26; this absence of negative
behaviors can mask the emotional needs of the patient. Which implies that
completing a dental procedure on an adult patient with DFA should not be
considered a success in itself, especially when 70% of patients with DFA regularly
attend their dental visits despite their anxiety 6. As dental professionals it is
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important to care for the wellbeing of patients, and enable coping skills to improve
future outcomes. Practitioners should frequently apply behavior guidance
techniques 27 with the intension of preventing developing fear and possibly curing
patients who manifest with DFA 28.

Regardless DFA severity, treatment may challenge both the patient and the
dental healthcare team 9,16,17,29. This challenge can arise from stress reactions
intraoperative when patients complain excessively 16,21,28, move during treatment,
are problematic 16,21,28, and directly impact treatment performed 9; or outside the
operatory when the patient delays scheduling preventive or conservative treatment
9,

cancels last minute or misses appointments all together 9,16,21,29; resulting in anger,

irritation , and frustration 28 with patients labeled as time-consuming and
unprofitable 16,21,28. After leaving the dental office these patients can pose an
increased inherent malpractice risk since highly anxious patients are less likely to
recall information given by their provider, tend to see their dentist as less
technically competent, and are less satisfied with overall treatment than patients
with low anxiety 30. This can create a problem during the treatment planning phase
and become a true practice management risk if consent needs to be obtained for a
change in treatment amidst a procedure.

Of 1,293 dentists surveyed in Sweden in 2009, 80% felt that DFA patients
were problematic during routine dental care 28. Even though dentists associated
these patients with hard work, poor revenues, and little appreciation by their
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employer (for serving this population), most dentists viewed it as a positive
challenge, contribution to society, and a time investment for their future practice 28.
This particular study also revealed that dentists with lower self-efficacy in treating
these patients experienced higher stress themselves, had negative attitudes toward
this population, and were reluctant to treat them 28. This type of dentist could
potentially cause more harm than good when treating DFA patients 28.

There is a common theme in the dental literature in relation to dentists’
interactions with DFA patients and their former training. Dentists with dental
training on DFA addressed patients’ fear and anxiety earlier, to a greater extent,
more often, with less difficulty, had increased patient compliance (returning for
appointments), and desired additional training 16,27,28,31,32. While dentists with a
lack of (or perceived lack of) DFA training reported higher stress, more difficulty,
more discomfort, had inadequate confidence in using techniques, and also desired
more training 27,28,32. Both of these groups are diverse with the exception of a
uniform desire to have increased training in dental fear and anxiety patient
management.

The ability for the dentist to cope and accommodate this population has
become increasingly more important over time as dentistry has shifted to a business
where the dentist must market their office, offered procedures, and interpersonal
skills to compete for business 21. Weiner et al identified a very important aspect of
interpersonal skills in dentistry as the understanding and management of dental
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anxiety 21. Despite previous reports that dentists lacked self-efficacy in
understanding the psychological constructs of behavior guidance and proper
management, there has not been a dramatic change in CE courses offered to
enhance skills in behavior guidance for adult patients 21. To make matters more
difficult, the ADA guidelines established for training in anxiety and behavior control
21

that is referred to in dated literature either no longer exists or is very difficult to

locate.

Increased frequency of CE (continuing education) or having specialty
training has been correlated with dentists using a broader array of techniques and
having less difficulty treating these patients 27,33. It has also been shown that
dentists with additional training on guidance of DFA desired more training 16. This
implicates that either dentists who are already interested in treating patients with
DFA desire additional education, or those without a basic DFA education are
ignorant of what could be learned and easily applied.

While establishing and offering DFA management continuing education
courses would be considered an immense success, it is unlikely that these courses
would influence the profession without concurrent integration of behavior guidance
into the dental schools. Previous literature distinguishes a pattern of those who are
educated in behavior science during dental school are more likely to address
patients’ DFA, feel more comfortable treating patients with DFA, and desire to
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further their education in this field 16,21. Therefore, if we do not provide a
meaningful scaffold in behavior guidance for dental students, we cannot anticipate
they will seek further education in this field.

As previously mentioned, dental literature recognizes the challenge of
working with adult patients identified with DFA 19, as a result the behavioral
sciences have reciprocated by development of numerous scales to accurately
measure dental anxiety 17; with Corah’s Dental Anxiety scale was found to be the
most widely used and the best to evaluate adult anxiety in the dental clinic 17.
Modern US dental literature acknowledges DFA in the adult population, but focuses
on the need to provide pharmacologic intervention, such as sedation, in the average
dental office 25. Additionally, it has failed to integrate non-pharmacological
treatment guidelines for adult patients with DFA into everyday practice, limiting the
knowledge of how to utilize DFA psychological constructs to demonstrate how
behavioral guidance can ameliorate this challenge. Not surprisingly, the impact of
evidence-based psychological factors on dental treatments has not been translated
into dental practice 27, despite clinical studies proving psychotherapy (such as
relaxation) to be highly effective in reducing DFA 27.

1.3: Behavior Guidance
Pediatric dentists apply the clinical art form and skill of behavior guidance 1
on every patient by implementing, “communication, empathy, coaching, tolerance,
flexibility, and active listening” 1, in efforts to establish effective “communication,
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alleviate fear and anxiety, deliver quality dental care, build a trusting relationship,
and promote the child’s positive attitude toward oral health care” 1. This requires
critically assessing the effects of a treatment approach on a specific patient, with
immediate modification if necessary 8, and has been shown to have positive effects
on behavior at subsequent appointments 14. Behavior guidance techniques are
derived from validated principles in psychology 34 and are strong and well
established in the dental literature with trends in use being more heavily influenced
by societal acceptance rather than clinical effectiveness 15.

Techniques to manage dental fear and anxiety (DFA) in both adult and
pediatric populations appear in archived dental literature 19,35. Yet, modern
literature has shifted to focus almost exclusively behavior guidance of pediatric
population. Emergence of advanced pharmacological techniques and training
appears to have replaced non-pharmacological techniques as a routine treatment
option in adult patients with DFA 25. This is unfortunate since most pharmacological
techniques assume an immense risk in comparison to non-pharmacological
techniques, and are viewed as less acceptable to DFA patients and the general public
when provided the option of psychological techniques 9. They remove control from
the patients and interfere with learning coping skills to decrease DFA 19. Behavior
guidance techniques for adults aim to create trust and control for the patient, with
the benefit of a more predictive environment for dental staff 16.
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Application of behavior guidance techniques is appropriate for all patients,
keeping in mind that the majority of patients experience anxiety in relation to dental
treatment 25. DFA encompasses those patients who are mildly anxious, so the dental
team needs to be able to assess those patients without obvious phobic signs and
symptoms in order to intervene appropriately 9. Brahm et al describes behavior
guidance techniques as the following: (1) Psychological, which creates trust and
control during treatment; (2) pharmacological, aids to decrease stress; (3) coping
strategies, are taught techniques to reduce anxiety (distraction, relaxation,
hypnosis); and (4) behavior treatment, to reduce fear by gradual exposure in a
systematic way 16. Behavior treatment has been shown to be more effective in
reducing DFA when compared to general anesthesia with the additional benefit of
long-term outcomes; a follow-up study conducted one decade after the initial
intervention study showed lasting DFA reduction on the behavior treatment
group 16.

One of the goals in behavior guidance techniques is to trigger a relaxation
response in the body. This consists of slowing respiratory rate, heart rate, and
blood pressure, resulting in vasodilation and sense of calmness 3. Calmness should
be equated with the “rest and digest” phase of physiology as opposed to the “fight or
flight” stage. This stage allows a patient to logically think, reason, and listen to what
the dental team is trying to communicate. If the patient does not at least progress
towards this stage during an appointment DFA will not be alleviated and compliance
may become an issue.
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Another major goal is to teach coping strategies to maladaptive patients that
have a tendency towards catastrophic idealization, praying, or feelings of despair
when experiencing high DFA so that they may use adaptive techniques, thoughts,
and behaviors to cope with and succeed in the dental environment 6. Coping
strategies require a cognitive process with conscious actions in a dynamic process
that changes over time in response to objective demands and subjective appraisal of
the situation, and is heavily influenced by motivation and emotion 6,7. Cognitive and
behavioral interventions have been shown to be successful longer-term effects on
significantly reducing DFA in patients 9,23.

1.4: Behavior Guidance Techniques for Adults
The desire to have control in an environment is a basic need that the dental
office often challenges 35. Milgrom et al. showed that patients who reported high
dental fear shared a common trait of perceived lack of control; these patients were
15.9% less likely to return to the dental office 36. Enhancing control builds trust
through communication and cooperation with the dental team, but requires the
patient to be willing to take an active role in the communication 3. Since uncertainty
provokes anxiety, preparatory information can act to enhance control 9. This is
especially important for DFA patients as there is a relationship between anxiety and
the desire for control 35. Detrimentally, many patients feel obligated to “push
through” dental treatment and ignore their feelings or uncertainties; this behavior
can inadvertently lead to anxiety so excessive that patients are unable to calm
themselves down enough to continue treatment 3. It is essential that the dental
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team intervene to prevent this type of escalation by providing patients with a sense
of control. This perception of control in frightening situations actually reduces
physiological and clinical measures of anxiety 4, preventing escalation. There are
different ways to enhance a patient’s sense of control during dental treatment with
some of the most popular techniques being communication, tell-show-do, rest
breaks, and signaling 3,9. Utilization of any of these techniques should take into
consideration the patient’s personality or demeanor.

Communication is the establishment of an effective two-way interaction that
acknowledges a patient’s verbal and non-verbal cues while demonstrating empathy
and providing information to correct anticipatory misconceptions 2,3. Patients’ feel
an increased rapport with dentists when they understand and accept their needs
and concerns and value this more than technical competence 3. Observation aids the
dentist to recognize if the patient received the intended message, which is critical
since patients with DFA have difficulty listening to what is trying to be construed 2.
Dentists should anticipate the thoughts and feelings of a patient with DFA, and use
verbal communication to mold these negative perceptions. Since many patients do
not understand medical jargon, it is important to relate and differentiate familiar
thoughts or feelings. Explanations of new and strange procedures help a patient
cope and understand 4. Vocabulary should be adjusted by avoiding words such as
“pain” or “hurt” and replacing them by “discomfort” or “bother” to prevent negative
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outcomes 4. Asking a patient if they are experiencing pain instills the idea that they
should or could feel pain at any moment. Communication is key for prevention of
DFA by setting the tone for the environment 2.

Dentist’ rapport through communication is associated with higher patient
satisfaction, reduced anxiety, and overall better outcomes3. Non-verbal
communication is equally important since a verbal message can be impaired if the
dentist’s body language is not consistent with the intended message 1. This is
especially true with uncertainty, anxiety, or urgency on the dentist’s behalf 1. Nonverbal communication is the reinforcement and guidance of behavior through
appropriate contract, posture, facial expression, and body language; it should be
used to enhance the effectiveness of verbal communication and construe a sense of
caring, warmth, and support 1,20.

One portion of communication is providing information; information which
ranges from procedural (what will happen), sensory (what will be experienced), to
coping (what the patient can do) 9. The amount of information provided should be
tailored to the individual 3,9; for example those with an internal locus of control will
benefit from more specific information 9,37. One way to gauge the type of
information a patient would prefer is to simply ask them 3. Provisional information
can correct misconceptions about treatment and increase a patient’s sense of
predictability during a procedure 3.
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Social modeling (lived or filmed) is an effective way to reduce avoidance
behavior in conjunction with reduction of emotional arousal and negative attitudes
towards a given fear 19. It fosters adaptive behavior through vicarious conditioning
(observation and imitation of others) 5,11,12,38. This technique in the form of videos
could be an effective and non-intimidating way to deliver pre-procedural
information to a patient while preparing them to accept treatment 37,38.

Psychological preparation and stop signals can significantly reduce a
patient’s pre-treatment anxiety, pain and distress during treatment, and expedite
recovery times 39. They alleviate patients’ fears about dentists not knowing when to
stop or choosing to ignore them 3, by establishing a mutual knowledge means of
communication in advanced 3. This will build rapport through effective
communication that will increase a patient’s trust and control 3. Richardson et al.
investigated the use of stop signals and their effects on pain and distress in patients
undergoing stressful medical procedures 39. Although it was only a pilot study, the
17 participants in the experimental group that were told they could halt the medical
injections at any time, rated themselves as less distressed during the injections and
reported lower state anxiety following treatment in comparison to the control group
39.

This study demonstrated that giving a patient control to stop a potentially

threatening procedure may impact their experience of the procedure 39. Hand
signals enhance a patient’s real or perceived control over a potentially noxious
stimulation, which has been shown to reduce the aversive nature of the stimuli 39.
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Contingent Escape is a brief break (5 seconds - 1 minute) of escape
contingent upon cooperative behavior (or completing a task), with any disruptive
behavior delaying the break 4,5. This escape condition teaches adaptive and coping
strategies while enhancing a patient’s sense of control, which in return decreases
DFA 4,35. This technique requires providers to discuss the contingent option in
advance with the patient and agree upon the conditions; this discussion is generally
enhances trust and is viewed as a mutual effort by DFA patients to aid in a
successful visit 3. For many anxious patients this agreement can act as a powerful
motivator since they want to escape the fear-inducing situation 3,38.

For those patients that are shy or unassertive because they do not want to be
difficult, the dentist can schedule a 1-minute break after every 5-minutes of
treatment, allowing the patients to silently anticipate the upcoming break and
increase their predictability and control over the appointment 3. Practically, noncontingent or unscheduled breaks should always be considered when the dentists
senses that the patient is becoming increasingly anxious or restless 3; this break
would be considered a form of distraction 1. But caution should be taken not to
negatively reinforce a particular behavior.

Behavior shaping as defined in the field of dentistry is essentially
reinforcement. This psychological principle acts as an incentive to cooperate and
behave appropriately 3. This technique is utilized by the dentist directly,
intentionally, and immediately providing a specific response to a patient’s behavior
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to either positively or negatively reinforce that behavior 2. Patients cooperate better
when provided with verbal acknowledgement of their cooperation or compliments
on any small progress they have made because their efforts and actions are
positively reinforced 2,3,20. Positive reinforcement is very effective in preventing
developing anxiety by distracting the patient from negative thoughts and refocusing
them on good behavior 2. One way to utilize this technique is by setting goals and
expectations for the entire appointment, reiterating the steps throughout the
appointments, and then continually reminding the patient of the progress they have
made 2.

Systematic desensitization was first introduced by Wolpe in 1958 and has
been shown to be very effective in treating a vast variety of fears and anxieties 19.
Identifying a specific stimulus that evokes fear allows the dentist to remove that
stimulus and introduce it slowly to reduce or eliminate fear 34. This technique
involves gradually exposing a patient with DFA to an aspect of dentistry that they
find frightful while coinciding relaxation strategies to reduce anxiety 3. It has been
shown to have a greater reduction in fear and mood improvement after dental
treatment than those patients premedicated with diazepam; these results remained
consistent at a 10 year follow-up 3. One form of systematic desensitization is
successive approximation, which involves gradually exposing a patient to a more
invasive procedure while allowing them to maintain a sense of control, this includes
things like running handpiece with a bur next to a tooth, then slightly touching the
tooth, and then finally on the tooth to acclimate the patient 2.
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A simple variant of systematic desensitization is tell-show-do; traditionally
this technique requires an age (developmentally) appropriate verbal explanation of
procedure, followed by a demonstration that engages as many senses as possible
(visual, auditory, olfactory, and tactile), then completion of the procedure without
deviating from the established plan 1,5. This common pediatric technique can be
utilized in the adult population to promote a sense of control and predictability by
familiarizing the patients with the dental setting through learning and
understanding of procedures 1,3,5,11. It has been recommended that this technique
be modified to “explain-ask-show-do” to more appropriately suit adults 3.

Although not essential, progressive muscle relaxation is a good way to ease
into distraction and imagery by tuning the mind into focusing on something other
than obsessive DFA thoughts. This relaxation technique has been standardized by
therapists due to its success in managing and treating anxiety disorders, including
effective treatment of DFA 3. It is reported to have more significant reductions in
DFA than cognitive therapy 3. Success is based on practice and physiological
principals; when a muscle is released after tension it becomes more relaxed than its
initial state, which triggers a relaxation response in the body 3.

Diaphragmatic (relaxation breathing) should accompany all other behavior
guidance techniques if possible. If performed correctly, this technique will
physiologically induce relaxation due to the difficulty of abdominal breathing with
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tension and its incompatibility with “fight or flight” reactions 3. This techniques
requires either slow and steady breathing or slowly breathing will holding breath
for 5 seconds at the end of each inspiration 3.

Guided imagery and distraction effectively reduces anxiety by diverting focus
from the task at hand 1,3,14; it works very well when combined with a relaxation
technique 3. Studies in neuroscience have demonstrated measurable physiologic
effects on the central nervous system caused by hypnosis, mental imagery, and
placebo treatment on pain modulation 4. In order to be effective this usually
requires practicing in the office 3. This is an effective strategy to enable patients to
control stress 35 and is more effective when the patient is aware that participation
will lead to the desired outcome of reduced DFA 9.

Hypnosis requires specialty training and goes one step further to attempt to
influence a person’s perceptions, feeling, thinking, and behavior by asking to
concentrate on ideas and images that are intended to evoke a desired effect 3. It
elicits a state of deep relaxation that focuses on disengaging extraneous stimuli in
order to understand why dental anxiety developed, resolve feelings about past
experiences, and prepare for desensitization in the future 3.

Intensive cognitive therapy that aims to analyze a patient’s thoughts, beliefs,
interpretations, and how they interact with emotions 9 should be left to a licensed
psychotherapist; mild cognitive therapy that aims to facilitate a new understanding
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and restructure a patient’s mind to no longer fear a specific stimulus 9 can be
attempted by the general dentist with little or no risk 3,9. Restructuring a patient’s
negative thoughts begins by identifying the potential catastrophic event imagined,
followed by challenging the patient for evidence that it has a potential to happen,
concluding by replacement with more realistic thoughts 3. Allowing a patient to
realize the catastrophic event is unrealistic will enhance their control over negative
thoughts 3. Although a licensed psychotherapist may be the most knowledgeable on
how to effectively utilize non-pharmacological techniques, it is likely that a pediatric
dentist would be the most knowledgeable on how to efficiently apply these
techniques.

1.5: Alternative Clinical Practice Approaches
Dental environment outside of social interaction from the dental staff can
influence an individual’s level of anxiety 3. While it may seem obvious that the
sights, sounds, smells, and sensations of a dental environment increase anxiety 3,
utilization of scents in the waiting room such as lavender can actually decrease state
anxiety, or the patient’s current level of anxiety 40.

Providers may also consider alternatives for tooth preparation such as:
interim therapeutic restorations, air abrasion, or laser dentistry 3. Interim
Therapeutic Restoration (ITR) is a procedure in which only soft, demineralized
tooth tissue is removed with hand instruments alone followed by placement of an
adhesive restoration such as resin-modified glass ionomer 1. Although this
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procedure should only be considered a temporary solution and works best with
small one or two surface restorations 1, it is considered a reasonable alternative for
patients with DFA 3. Air abrasion works well for those patient’s with anxiety related
to the noise of the dental environment, and can reduce the need for anesthesia.
Laser dentistry can may be noisy, but can eliminate the need for the fear-provoking
injection 3, which can greatly reduce the anxiety of some patients.

Treatment planning with DFA patients should be flexible and introduced in
phases in effort not to overwhelm the patient by the extent of treatment that is
required 3. The provider should try to start with the least fear-evoking, least painful,
or least traumatic treatment in effort to desensitize the patient to the dental
environment and aid in building trust 3. The dentist should allot extra time to
control fear-induced problems 16, and must also be prepared to stop treatment and
set more realistic goals for future appointments, if needed 3.

Lastly, recommendations have been made in regards to scheduling
appointments for DFA patients. They should be scheduled at a time when the
patient will not be rushed or stressed 3. Early morning tends to be the best time as it
reduces the amount of time the patient has to stress about the upcoming
appointment and tends to decrease the likelihood that they will have to wait when
arriving at the office 3. Patients should be encouraged to bring a friend to
appointments to act as a social support and should be contacted between
appointments to reinforce their commitment to attend 3.
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1.6: Types of Fear
According to Armfield, Milgrom et al have described 4 typologies of dental
fear; they include, fearful of a specific stimuli, fearful of a medical catastrophe,
generalized dental anxiety, and distrust of dental personnel 3. Understanding these
different typologies can aid in dictating proper management of DFA 3.

In patients who are fearful of a specific stimulus, there is a particular aspect
in dentistry that they find the most aversive; such as, the needle, sight, sound, smell,
or pain association with treatment. This type of patient responds best to systemic
desensitization in conjunction with relaxation strategies, and the fear can be
extinguished after the patient has multiple positive experiences with the associated
stimuli 3.

In patients who are fearful of a medical catastrophe, there is a concern that
something will occur during the treatment that will cause a medical emergency, like
an allergy, heart attack, chocking, or they will be unable to breath. They patient’s
may report that they are allergic to local anesthetic due to previous autonomic
reactions to epinephrine making them feel heart palpitations and short of breath,
this fear of a life-threatening reaction many cause them to request that the dentist
does not use local anesthetic with epinephrine, which in return to could lead to pain,
which negatively reinforces the dental visit 3. It is best to refer these patients to an
allergist so they can be educated and reassured that they are not allergic to the local
anesthetic, in addition, the dentist should help them relate their feelings to an
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adrenaline rush, reinforce that the reaction is common, and teach relaxation
techniques 3. For those patients that feel they are unable to breath with the rubber
dam, the provider may have to place the rubber dam and let the patient practice
breathing and swallowing before commencing any work 3. Education is very
beneficial to this group 3.

Patients with generalized dental anxiety experience a significant amount of
anxiety in anticipation of dental treatment without being able to identify one
specific aspect that is difficult for them because they feel it is all terrible 3. These
patients are more likely to report other fears outside of dentistry, have difficultly
sleeping the night the appointment, and feel physically and emotionally exhausted
after treatment 3. They worry about the procedure itself, their own behavior, their
ability to manage anxiety, what treatment is needed or not needed, and whether the
dental staff is judging them 3. This group responds well to reassurance before,
during, and after a procedure to help alleviate worry; this reassurance during the
procedure is especially helpful to redirect a patient worrying about the future back
to the present 3. These patients respond well to behavior shaping with positive
reinforcement, and care should be taken to train the individual to cope with anxiety
and master relaxation techniques 3. This particular type of patient sets unrealistic
expectations and tries to push ahead before they are prepared 3.

Those patients that distrust the dental personnel typically come across as
argumentative, insulting, or suspicious of the dental practitioner’s motives 3. These
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patients are sarcastic and react to expensive treatment plans saying that the dentist
is trying to buy a new car. This behavior stems from worry that the dental team
views them in a negative light and great concern about lack of control during
treatment 3. This type of patient is best managed with enhancing control and
extensive information; they should be encouraged to get a second opinion from
another dentist (reassures that dentist is not trying to “pull one over on them”),
every aspect of treatment plans should be thoroughly explained including all
alternative options and consequences, and permission should be requested prior to
moving chair, using instruments, or doing an exam. This type of patient may also
benefit from an explanation of all actions throughout a procedure so they are aware
of what is happening during the dental treatment and the availability of a hand
mirror to watch, if desired. Once trust is established, this type of patient is relatively
straight forward to treat 3.

1.7: Patient’s Perceptions
Forbes et al. studied patients with dental phobia that were referred to a
sedation center for extreme dental fear and their acceptability of behavior therapy.
The majority of participants (77%) wanted to overcome their fears, with a minority
(35%) feeling that it was not possible. Interestingly, those with previous IV
sedation treatment had a decreased perception that it was possible to overcome
dental fear. Regardless of treatment scenario the most important factor of patient
acceptability of treatment modality (behavior therapy versus sedation) was a good
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outcome, with treatments perceived as reducing subsequent anxiety and
encouraging future stress-free dental visits being the most acceptable 41.

1.8: Future of Dental Fear and Anxiety in Adults
Dental treatment alone will not address the basis of DFA in patients, which is
why collaboration of dentists and psychologists is essential for lasting results 24.
Although the entire dental field could benefit from additional training in the
behavior sciences, the pediatric dentist is in a unique position that could aid in
reincorporation of non-pharmacological behavior guidance into adult dentistry.
Pediatric dental research and education should work towards establishing a
behavior guidance foundation for the practitioner who sees adult patients to enable
them to fully understand and apply techniques comfortably in a routine practice
setting. Pharmaceutical intervention without attempting behavior guidance first is
considered unethical in the pediatric population due to the risk of morbidity or
mortality 20; soon this may be true of the adult population, as models for nonpharmacological management of adults with DFA continue to emerge from
international studies 9,16,24,27,41

Given the substantial evidence supporting the effectiveness of behavior
guidance techniques on adult and pediatric populations in the literature in
conjunction with the well documented devastating results of not appropriately
addressing DFA in the dental office would lead one to expect to find an
overwhelming amount of literature illustrating the most efficient ways to
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incorporate behavior guidance techniques into the dental practice. The scarcity of
literature on this topic leads to the research question, are licensed U.S. dentists
competent in treating adults with DFA, as a function of the quality and quantity of
behavior guidance dental education received? The overall hypothesis, overall aim,
and specific aims that this study intends to investigate are as follows:

1.9: Objectives/Aims and Hypotheses
1.9.1: Overall Hypothesis
H0 =

Dentists perceive that quality and quantity of their behavior guidance
education enables them to effectively treat adults with Dental Fear
and Anxiety (DFA).

H1 =

Dentists do not perceive that the quality and quantity of their
behavior guidance education enables them to effectively treat adults
with Dental Fear and Anxiety (DFA).

1.9.2: Aims
1.9.2.1: Overall Aim
The overall aim is to investigate dentists’ skills in treating dental fear and
anxiety in adult patients, current strategies used in practice to treat these patients,
and explore the need for additional education. This study will define “most
dentists” as ≥75% of the dentists surveyed. This standard was utilized in a similar
survey by Brahm et al 16.
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1.9.2.2: Specific Aim 1
Aim:

Identify dentists’ self-rated efficacy in using behavior guidance techniques
for treating patients with DFA.
Ha:

If most dentists surveyed do NOT report that they Agree or Strongly
Agree that they effectively apply behavior guidance techniques, then
most dentists have low competence in managing DFA patients

IV:

Efficacy in application of behavior guidance technique
Qualitative Categorical- Ordinal

DV:

Competence in managing DFA patients
Qualitative Categorical- Ordinal

Question:

8 (Please see Appendix)

1.9.2.3: Specific Aim 2
Aim:

Identify the prevalence of dentists’ utilization of behavior guidance strategies
for managing Adult patients with DFA.
Ha1:

If most dentists surveyed do NOT report that they are Often or
Always utilizing behavior guidance strategies on DFA patients, then
most dentists are not applying behavior guidance to manage DFA
patients.

IV:

Utilization of behavior guidance strategies
Qualitative Categorical- Ordinal
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DV:

Self-perceived application of behavior guidance to manage DFA
Qualitative Categorical- Ordinal

Question:

13 (Please see Appendix)

1.9.2.4: Specific Aim 3
Aim:

Examine dentists’ self-rated evaluation of curriculum exposure to DFA.
Ha1: If most dentists surveyed do NOT report a Good or Excellent quality of
education, then most dentists had insufficient education in
management of DFA with behavior guidance
IV:

Self-rated quality of education in DFA
Qualitative Categorical- Ordinal

DV:

Insufficient DFA curriculum exposure
Qualitative Categorical- Ordinal

Question:

20 (Please see Appendix)

Ha2: If most dentists surveyed do NOT report Sufficient of Excellent
quantity of time devoted to DFA education, then most dentists had
insufficient education in management of DFA with behavior guidance
IV:

Self-rated quantity of education in DFA
Qualitative Categorical- Ordinal

DV:

Insufficient DFA curriculum exposure
Qualitative Categorical- Ordinal

Question:

21 (Please see Appendix)
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1.9.2.5: Specific Aim 4
Aim:

Evaluate dentists’ self-rated understanding of the conceptual framework
underlying behavior guidance techniques to identify if behavior guidance
techniques can be properly applied.
Ha:

If most dentists surveyed do NOT Agree or Strongly Agree on their
understanding of the conceptual framework underlying behavior
guidance techniques, then they are not aware of proper application of
behavior guidance techniques on DFA patients.

IV:

Understanding of conceptual framework
Qualitative Categorical- Ordinal

DV:

Proper application of behavior guidance techniques
Qualitative Categorical- Ordinal

Question:

9 (Please see Appendix)

1.9.3: Implications of Rejecting Hypothesis

Rejection of the null hypothesis after completion of this survey will identify
the need to reincorporate and strongly emphasize the fundamental concept of
behavioral guidance back into dental education through schools, continuing
education courses, and literature. Incorporation of such would enhance the skill of
practitioners graduating from dental schools, directly benefiting the dental staff and
all patients.
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Chapter 2: Methodology
2.1: Design
This was a non-experimental descriptive study of the attitudes/beliefs of
dentists on behavior guidance techniques practiced on adults, without intervention.
The nature of the investigation was quantitative and cross-sectional with simple
random sampling from the study population (limited by response rate) to enable
generalization to the theoretical population of Dentists treating adult patients with
DFA. All identified threats to internal validity were taken into consideration during
the design of the study and can be viewed in the Table 1 below:

Table 1. Identified Threats to Internal Validity and How they were Controlled for
during the Survey Design Phase
Threat

Presence

Selection Threat

Yes

Random Sampling from National population

How Controlled

History Threat

Yes

Cross-sectional study

Maturation Threat

No

Cross-sectional survey

Testing Threat

No

One-time survey

Instrumentation Threat

Yes

Mortality Threat

Yes

Focus Group / Randomization of Questions within
sections
Random Sampling / 1 Sample

Selection-maturation
Threat
Experimenter Bias

No

Cross-sectional survey

Yes

Focus Group / May Appear Leading due to Specific Focus

2.2: Target Population
The theoretical population for which this study was based is each dentist in
the U.S. that fits the inclusion criteria (all 50 states). More specifically, the study
population will be dentists who are members of the American Dental Association
(ADA). The inclusion criteria will include those ADA members who are active U.S.
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licensed dentist, who graduated from a U.S. dental school, that practice 2 or more
days per week, and treat a patient population that consists of some or all Adults.
Dentists who only interact with adult patients as an attending/supervisor or have a
specialty degree in pediatric dentistry were excluded from this study. Initially,
those that only treated adults by pharmacological means were supposed to be
excluded from the study, but after collecting survey data and receiving feedback
from some participants it became clear that this particular group also needs to
manage dental fear and anxiety (DFA) in the dental office and should not be
excluded. The population is considered heterogeneous since not all dental
practitioners see the same amount or intensity of patients with dental fear and
anxiety (DFA). The goal was to be able to generalize these results to the average
practicing U.S. dentist that treats adult patients with dental fear and anxiety (DFA).

2.3: Sample Size
The Sample Size was initially based on the literature taking into
consideration the number of surveys sent and the response rate of the two surveys
modeled, which were the following:
Table 2. Sample size and Corresponding Response Rates for Similar Non-United
States Studies
Surveys

Dentists'… 16

Management… 27

Sent
Received

1,293
889

2,708
346
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But since the high response rates reported in these studies are not likely applicable
to a US study that surveys ADA members, these studies served as an example that
statistically significant results were obtained in similar studies. Therefore, the
sample size was calculated by applying a statistical formula in conjunction to a
consultation with a Nova Southeastern University statistician (Dr. Patrick Hardigan,
PhD). A sample size of 6,000 was decided based on Cochran’s formula for categorical
outcomes. This particular formula was deemed most appropriate since the majority
of the survey instrument will utilize a Likert scale. Calculations for the sample size
required to obtain statistically significant results in addition to the predicted
outcome based on response rate (determined by professional judgment) are
illustrated below:

Sample size required to have sufficient statistical power:
N = [(n^2) (s^2)]/d^2
Sample Size = [(95% CI^2)((4/3)^2)]/[(0.05)(4)]^2
Sample Size = [(1.96^2)(1.33^2)]/0.20^2
Sample Size = [(3.8416)(1.7689)]/0.04
Sample Size = 170

Due to the specific population being surveyed, a very low response rate has been
predicted.
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Predicted outcome of sample population size necessary to obtain desired statistical
significant sample size:
Predicted Outcome = Sample Size/5% response rate
Predicted Outcome = 170/0.05
Predicted Outcome = 3,400

At the recommendation of the NSU statistician (Dr. Patrick Hardigan PhD),
the sample population size was increased to 6,000 since the resources are available
and will contribute to a decreased risk of under-sampling the population.

Final sample population size based on expert opinion and Cochran’s formula:
Sample population size = 6,000

2.4: Research Instrument
After an exhausted search, no instrument existed that would answer the
proposed research question; therefore a survey was created using two recent
international studies as models: “Dentists’ skills with fearful patients: education
and treatment.” 16 and “The management of dental anxiety and impact of
psychosomatic factors on dentistry: Is recent scientific research translated into
German dental practices?” 27 Since this is an original survey that has not been used
in prior studies, it was distributed to both a formative and summative committee to
aid in finalizing design and validation of questions. There were 3 participants in the
formative committee and 2 participants in the summative committee. Committee
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members were selected by the principal investigator based on convenience and area
of expertise; all members belong to one of the following categories: statistician who
teaches survey design classes, ABA therapist, or pediatric dentist.

The survey was modified until all members of both committees were
satisfied. There was only one unresolved issue between committee members with
regards to how to ask participants about their level of agreement. Since all parties
could not come to an agreement amongst the formative and summative committees,
the Principle Investigator and one research committee member made the finial
decision.

The survey was further validated with the aid of a focus group comprised of
4 professional colleagues, none of which belonged to the principle investigator’s
research committee, formative committee, nor summative committee. Any person
belonging to one of these committees or the focus group was not allowed to be
participants in the main study (in the event that they were randomly selected). The
survey recruitment material (email content/survey cover page) and survey
instrument were distributed to the focus group on paper to evaluate and take
individually, followed by a group discussion addressing any recommendations for
modifications.

Concise definitions for behavior guidance techniques 2,3 were provided at the
top of both survey pages that contained questions referring to these techniques.
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These definitions were not intended to educate the practitioner on how to apply
specific techniques, but rather to inform them of the specific process denoted by the
title. The definitions provided can be viewed below in Figure 1. To help ensure that
participants read definitions prior to commencing the survey while controlling for
the instrument threat to internal validity, all questions were randomized on each
page of the survey instrument with the exception of questions 1-5. Question 1-4
consisted of disqualifying questions only, while question 5 asked, “prior to reading
the definitions above…”

Figure 1. Definition of Behavior Guidance Techniques Provided in Survey
Instrument

Finalized recruitment material can be found in Appendix B, while the survey
instrument can be found in Appendix C. All materials distributed to participants in
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this study were approved by the Nova Southeastern University’s Institutional
Review Board (IRB) prior to interaction with focus group members and broadcast of
the survey instrument. The initial IRB approval and the IRB amendment approval
forms can be found in Appendix D.

2.5: Selection of Sample Population
A total of 6,000 randomly selected emails (ADA members) were purchased
through a medical marketing agency (MMS Lists). Although 6,000 were purchased,
6,117 emails were actually selected by the company due to routine anticipation that
some emails would be suppressed and never delivered. The MMS list study
population consisted of the following specialties: general practice, oral surgeon,
endodontics, orthodontics, periodontics, prosthodontics, oral pathology, dental
public health, and oral and maxilliofacial radiology. Prior to simple random
sampling, pediatric dentists, students, retired dentists, and those without a US
mailing address were removed from the population pool, which resulted in 194,330
remaining ADA records available for sampling. During the testing phase it was
noted that emails were delivered directly to the junk folder of Gmail accounts; in
response, the decision was made to also exclude Gmail accounts. The MMS agency
reported that they were able to satisfy this request by randomly selecting emails,
manually removing any Gmail accounts, and randomly re-selecting replacements.
Since use of MMS selection criteria would not completely satisfy inclusion and
exclusion criteria of this study, disqualification questions were included at the
beginning of the survey instrument.
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Of the 6,117 selected emails, only 5,363 (91.05%) were deliverable without
being suppressed (omitted due to opt outs) or bounced (rejected by email server).
The remaining 5,363 email addresses were sent a link to survey (Survey Monkey) in
January 2015, with one reminder sent 2 weeks prior to closure of the survey. The
survey instrument was available to the sample population for a total of 4 weeks
from the initial email.

2.6: Statistical Data Analysis
Data coding was performed with assistance from Dr. Vinodh Bhoopathi BDS
MPH DScD and analysis was performed using statistical software Stata 13 by Dr.
Patrick Hardigan PhD. Frequencies and percentages will be calculated for
categorical variables. Means and standard deviations for continuous variables will
be calculated. One tailed z proportion test will be used to test the hypotheses. All
aims identified in the introduction will be satisfied by the following procedure:

For Aim 1:

Question #8 will be used to achieve this aim. A new dummy variable
will be created for question #8. Those who respond to categories
“agree” and “strongly agree” will be categorized into one group and
those responding to other 2 categories will be categorized into
another group. A one-tailed z-proportion test will be run to test
differences in proportion of dentists who agree they can effectively
apply behavior guidance techniques compared to those who do not.
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For Aim 2:

Question #13 will be used to achieve this aim. A new dummy variable
will be created for question #13. Those who respond to categories
“often” and “always” will be categorized into one group and those
responding to other 2 categories will be categorized into another
group. A one-tailed z-proportion test will be run to test differences in
proportion of dentists who often utilize the behavioral strategies
compared to those who do not

For Aim 3:

Quality: Question #20 will be used to achieve this aim. A new dummy
variable will be created for question #20. Those who respond to
categories “good” and “excellent” will be categorized into one group
and those responding to other 2 categories will be categorized into
another group. A one-tailed z-proportion test will be run to test
differences in proportion of dentists who report a good or excellent
quality of dental school education in the management of adults with
DFA compared to those who do not.

Quantity: Question #21 will be used to achieve this aim. A new
dummy variable will be created for question #21. Those who respond
to categories “sufficient” and “comprehensive” will be categorized into
one group and those responding to other 2 categories will be
categorized into another group. A one-tailed z-proportion test will be
run to test differences in proportion of dentists who report a sufficient
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or comprehensive amount of time in their dental school curriculum
was devoted to education on the management of adults with DFA
compared to those who do not.

For Aim 4:

Question #9 will be used to achieve this aim. A new dummy variable
will be created for question #9. Those who respond to categories
“agree” or “strongly agree” will be categorized into one group and
those responding to other 2 categories will be categorized into
another group. A one-tailed z-proportion test will be run to test
differences in proportion of dentists who agree that they understand
the conceptual framework underlying behavior guidance techniques
compared to those who do not.

After all aims are satisfied in this study, the statistical group, consisting of the
principle investigator, research mentor, and a statistician will meet to discuss
significant results in anticipation of applying additional statistical tests such as,
Wilcoxon Mann-Whitney, Kruskal-Wallis, Spearman’s Rho, or Bivariate Logistic
Regression to appropriate variables if deemed appropriate.

2.7: Limitations of Study
Communication with the study population through a survey will be the
largest limitation in this study. This particular population can be difficult to reach
due to very busy schedules and lack of incentive to complete a survey. In recent
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years, many surveys have flooded email inboxes reaching out to dentists through
academic associations. This will drastically affect the overall response rate to the
survey. This also implies that the respondents may not accurately represent the
theoretical population. Communication will also be a major barrier since there will
be no way to thoroughly educate participants on behavior guidance, specific
techniques, and adult patients defined as having DFA by this survey with more than
a brief synopsis at the beginning of the survey. Some providers may be using the
exact same technique without all identifying that they are doing so on the survey.
Additional limitations may include accuracy of reporting, inability to observe clinical
skills to determine level of proficiency, and limited ability to thoroughly assess
quantitative and qualitative education of practitioner through a short survey.
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Chapter 3: Results
3.1 Survey Responses
The survey was available for 4 weeks; during this time 234 participants
started the survey. One participant was immediately excluded due to not answering
all of the qualifying questions. At this time it was also noted that a larger than
expected number of participants (16.88%) answered that they only treat adults
with pharmacological management, which can be visualized in Figure 2. It was then
decided that these participants should not be excluded from the results since they
also manage the DFA of adults in the dental office. Questions 1, 2, and 3 were used
to exclude a total of 13 participants from the study; two of which were excluded due
to not graduating from a U.S. accredited dental school and not practicing 2 or more
days per week. Responses to qualifying questions can be viewed below in Table 3.

Table 3. Qualifying Questions Designed for Exclusion Purposes
Qualifying Questions
Graduated from a U.S accredited dental school. (m=0) Q1
Practice dentistry 2 or more days per week. (m=1) Q2
Treat adult patients. (m=0) Q3
Only treat adults with pharmacological... (m=2) Q4

Yes % (n)
97.00% (n=226)
96.98% (n=225)
99.57% (n=232)
16.88% (n=39)

m represents the number of survey participants that skipped a particular question
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No % (n)
3.00% (n=7)
3.02% (n=7)
0.43% (n=1)
83.12% (n=192)

Figure 2. Providers whom only Treat Adults with Pharmacological Management
(Q4)

After excluding the 13 participants from the 233 that answered the
qualifying questions, 220 responses remained. At this time 57 additional responses
were excluded from the analysis due to limited or no answers provided after
completing the qualifying questions. One additional participant was removed due
incompletely answering behavior guidance technique questions. After removing
these participants, 162 remained for calculation of frequencies and analysis. The
overall response rate of eligibly candidates who completed the survey from the
study population was 3.28%. This was calculated using the following formula 42:
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The response rate of those who chose to start the survey, were deemed eligible, and
completed the survey was 75.21%.

3.2 Frequencies
Frequencies presented in this study reflect all responses given by
participants, including those participants that provided two answers to a question
rather than just one. Demographic information was recorded at the end of the
survey instrument in order to capture only those participants that qualified and
completed the survey. It was also designed in this manner to enable participants to
complete lengthy questions first and save simple questions for the conclusion of the
survey in order to prevent fatigue during reading and answering question.
Demographic information can be view below in Table 4.
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Table 4. Demographic Characteristics of Participants that met all Qualifying
Criteria
Demographics/Characteristics of Participants

% (n)

Gender (m=25) Q 27
Female

24.82% (34)

Male

75.18% (103)

Number of years in practice. (m=24) Q 28
<1 year

0.00% (0)

2-5 years

2.90% (4)

6-15 years

15.22% (21)

>15 years

81.88% (113)

Extent of dental education. (m=25) Q 26
General dentistry degree

40.88% (56)

General dentistry degree with advanced education

29.93% (41)

General dentistry with ADA recognized dental specialty certification

21.17% (29)

Other

8.03% (11)

m represents the number of survey participants that skipped a particular question

Figure 3. Extent of Dental Education reported by Participants (Q26)
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Demographic characteristics shown in Table 4 and Figure 3 demonstrate that
the majority of respondents were male (~75%), have been in practice for over 15
years (~80%) and have advanced education beyond their general dentistry degree
(~60%).

As previously stated in the methodology section, participants were provided
with definitions of the specific behavior guidance techniques at the top of each page
that contained questions referring to such techniques (shown in Appendix C).
Question 5 (the first question after the disqualifying questions) was the same for
each participant. This question was used to gauge the practitioner’s self-perceived
familiarity with each behavior guidance technique. As demonstrated in Table 5 and
Figure 4 the majority of participants felt that they were familiar with every
technique, with exception to progressive muscle relaxation, prior to reading the
survey definitions. The two most familiar techniques were
Communication/Education (~94%) and Signaling (~92%), which the least familiar
techniques were Diaphragmatic Breathing/Relaxation (~66%) and Progressive
Muscle Relaxation (~40%).
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Table 5. Awareness of Behavior Guidance Techniques (BGT) Prior to Reading
Provided Short Definitions.
Awareness of behavior guidance techniques (BGT)
Yes % (n)
Prior to reading provided definitions, survey participant was familiar with BGT Q5
Behavior Shaping (m=2)
80.63% (129)
Communication/Education (m=1)
94.41% (152)
Distraction/Imagery (m=0)
86.96% (140)
Successive Approximation (m=2)
73.75% (118)
Signaling (m=5)
92.36% (145)
Diaphragmatic Breathing/Relaxation (m=2)
66.88% (107)
Progressive Muscle Relaxation (m=2)
40.63% (65)

No % (n)
19.38% (31)
5.59% (9)
13.66% (22)
26.25% (42)
7.64% (12)
33.13% (53)
59.38% (95)

m represents the number of survey participants that skipped a particular question

Figure 4. Awareness of Behavior Guidance Techniques (BGT) Prior to Reading
Provided Short Definitions. (Q5)
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To investigate the utilization of behavior guidance techniques and strategies,
participants were questioned in regards with whether or not they felt; particular
techniques were appropriate to use (Table 6, Figure 5), they were effective when
properly trained (Table 6, Figure 6), specific behavior strategies were effective in
their office (Table 6, Figure 7). In addition they were inquired about the frequency
at which they apply specific behavior strategies (Table 6, Figure 8).
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Table 6. Utilization of Behavior Guidance Techniques (BGT) and Strategies
Disagree
% (n)

Strongly
Disagree
%(n)

Specific behavior guidance techniques is appropriate to use. Q6
Behavior Shaping (m=0)
50.62% (82)
45.06% (73)
Communication/Education (m=0)
62.35% (101) 36.42% (59)
Distraction/Imagery (m=1)
50.93% (82)
43.48% (70)
Successive Approximation (m=3)
42.77% (68)
50.31% (80)
Signaling (m=2)
58.75% (94)
37.50% (60)
Diaphragmatic Breathing… (m=6)
43.59% (68)
47.44% (74)
Progressive Muscle Relax… (m=13)
34.23% (51)
53.02% (79)

4.32% (7)
1.23% (2)
4.97% (8)
6.29% (10)
3.75% (6)
8.97% (14)
12.75% (19)

0.00% (0)
0.00% (0)
0.62% (1)
0.63% (1)
0.00% (0)
0.00% (0)
0.67% (1)

If properly trained, specific behavior guidance technique is effective. Q7
Behavior Shaping (m=3)
42.77% (68)
50.94% (81)
Communication/Education (m=2)
57.50% (92)
38.75% (62)
Distraction/Imagery (m=5)
47.77% (75)
43.95% (69)
Successive Approximation (m=8)
37.66% (58)
50.00% (77)
Signaling (m=5)
54.14% (85)
39.49% (62)
Diaphragmatic Breathing… (m=10)
37.50% (57)
50.66% (77)
Progressive Muscle Relax… (m=18)
28.47% (41)
53.47% (77)

6.29% (10)
3.75% (6)
8.28% (13)
11.69% (18)
6.37 (10)
12.50% (19)
17.36% (25)

0.00% (0)
0.00% (0)
0.00% (0)
0.65% (1)
0.00% (0)
0.00% (0)
0.69% (1)

Survey participant believes the specific strategy is effective in their office
Reduction of Waiting Times (m=22)
56.43% (79)
39.29% (55)
Allow Pt to Listen to Music (m=22)
56.43% (79)
40.71% (57)
Alter Local Anesthetic Tech… (m=22)
47.14% (66)
42.14% (59)
Divide Tx into Several… (m=22)
37.14% (52)
44.29% (62)
Give Patient Choices (m=22)
52.86% (74)
40.71% (57)
Relaxation Techniques (m=23)
41.01% (57)
53.96% (75)
Thorough Explanations (m=22)
54.29% (76)
41.43% (58)
Question Pt on Feelings… (m=22)
42.14% (59)
52.14% (73)
DFA Survey Instrument to… (m=32)
10.00% (13)
54.62% (71)
Always
Often
% (n)
% (n)

Q12
3.57% (5)
3.57% (5)
10.00% (14)
16.43% (23)
6.43% (9)
5.76% (8)
5.00% (7)
6.43% (9)
31.54% (41)
Seldom
% (n)

0.71% (1)
0.00% (0)
0.71% (1)
2.86% (4)
0.71% (1)
0.00% (0)
0.71% (1)
0.00% (0)
3.85% (5)
Never
% (n)

Frequency at which survey uses the specific strategy in their office Q13
Reduction of Waiting Times (m=22)
52.14% (73)
42.86% (60)
Allow Pt to Listen to Music (m=22)
45.71% (64)
45.71% (64)
Alter Local Anesthetic Tech… (m=22)
42.14% (59)
33.57% (47)
Divide Tx into Several… (m=23)
17.27% (24)
56.83% (79)
Give Patient Choices (m=22)
61.43% (86)
35.71% (50)
Relaxation Techniques (m=22)
23.57% (33)
47.14% (66)
Thorough Explanations (m=22)
74.29% (104) 25.00% (35)
Question Pt on Feelings… (m=24)
45.65% (63)
40.58% (56)
DFA Survey Instrument to… (m=26)
2.94% (4)
12.50% (17)

3.57% (5)
7.86% (11)
20.00% (28)
23.02% (32)
4.29% (6)
25.00% (35)
0.71% (1)
10.14% (14)
17.65% (24)

1.43% (2)
2.14% (3)
4.29% (6)
2.88% (4)
0.00% (0)
4.29% (6)
0.71% (1)
3.62% (5)
67.65% (92)

Use of behavior guidance technique
(BGT) and strategies

Strongly
Agree
% (n)

Agree
% (n)

m represents the number of survey participants that skipped a particular question
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Figure 5. Specific BGTs are Appropriate to Use on Adults (Q6)
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Figure 6. Specific BGTs are Effective, if Properly Trained (Q7)
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Figure 7. Specific BG Strategy is Effective in Participant’s Office (Q12)
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Figure 8. Frequency of BG Strategy Use in Participant’s Office (Q13)

Dentists’ perceived competence on the utilization and understanding of
behavior guidance techniques were evaluated by inquiring about their belief that;
they can effectively apply each specific behavior guidance technique (Table 7, Figure
9), they understand the conceptual framework of each technique (Table 7, Figure
10), they can provide specific examples of how to use each technique (Table 7,
Figure 11).
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Table 7. Perceived Competence on the Utilization and Understanding of Behavior
Guidance Techniques.
Perceived competence using behavior
guidance technique (BGT)

Strongly
Agree
% (n)

Agree
% (n)

Disagree
% (n)

Strongly
Disagree
% (n)

Survey participant believes they can effectively apply the specific BGT Q8
Behavior Shaping (m=2)

41.25% (66)

51.25% (82)

6.25% (10)

1.25% (2)

Communication/Education (m=0)

55.56% (90)

41.36% (67)

3.09% (5)

0.62% (1)

Distraction/Imagery (m=3)

44.65% (71)

45.91% (73)

7.55% (12)

1.89% (3)

36.36 (56)

51.95% (80)

9.74% (15)

1.95% (3)

Signaling (m=2)

51.88% (83)

41.88% (67)

5.63% (9)

1.25% (2)

Diaphragmatic Breathing… (m=6)

28.21% (44)

48.08% (75)

21.15% (33)

2.56% (4)

Progressive Muscle Relax… (m=13)

18.12% (27)

46.98% (70)

32.89% (49)

2.68% (4)

Successive Approximation (m=8)

Survey participant believes they understand the conceptual framework of the specific BGT Q9
Behavior Shaping (m=24)

44.93% (62)

51.45% (71)

2.17% (3)

1.45% (2)

Communication/Education (m=24)

50.72% (70)

47.10% (65)

1.45% (2)

0.72% (1)

Distraction/Imagery (m=23)

46.76% (65)

50.36% (70)

2.16% (3)

0.72% (1)

Successive Approximation (m=24)

43.48% (60)

50.00% (69)

5.80% (8)

0.72% (1)

Signaling (m=26)

50.74% (69)

47.06% (64)

1.47% (2)

0.74% (1)

Diaphragmatic Breathing… (m=24)

37.68% (52)

46.38% (64)

13.77% (19)

2.17% (3)

Progressive Muscle Relax… (m=28)

27.61% (37)

46.27% (62)

22.39% (30)

3.73% (5)

Survey participant believes they can provide specific examples of how to use the specific BGT Q10
Behavior Shaping (m=23)

41.73% (58)

50.36% (70)

6.47% (9)

1.44% (2)

Communication/Education (m=23)

53.96% (75)

42.45% (59)

3.60% (5)

0.00% (0)

Distraction/Imagery (m=25)

47.45% (65)

48.18% (66)

5.11% (7)

0.00% (0)

Successive Approximation (m=24)

34.78% (48)

53.62% (74)

10.14% (14)

1.45% (2)

Signaling (m=25)

51.09% (70)

45.26% (62)

3.65% (5)

0.00% (0)

Diaphragmatic Breathing… (m=30)

32.58% (43)

43.18% (57)

21.97% (29)

2.27% (3)

Progressive Muscle Relax… (m=33)

16.28% (21)

42.64% (55)

36.43% (47)

4.65% (6)

m represents the number of survey participants that skipped a particular question
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Figure 9. Survey participant believes they can effectively apply the specific BGT
(Q8)
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Figure 10. Survey participant believes they understand the conceptual framework
of the specific BGT (Q9)
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Figure 11. Survey participant believes they can provide specific examples of how to
use the specific BGT (Q10)

Survey participant’s previous education on behavior guidance techniques
were evaluated by questioning their perceived quality and quantity of education in
dental school devoted to non-pharmacological management of dental fear and
anxiety in the adult population (Table 8, Figure 12, Figure 13). Since this topic
pertains to Aim 3, results will be discussed in the analysis section. Participants were
also asked to disclose (on average) how many Continuing Education (CE) courses on
DFA management they have attended in the last decade (Table 8, Figure 14).
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Table 8. Previous Education on Behavior Guidance Techniques
Survey participant's education on non-pharmacological management of DFA
% (n)
Perceived quality of education during dental school (m=23) Q20
Excellent
10.07% (14)
Good
21.58% (30)
Fair
38.85% (54)
Poor
29.50% (41)
Perceived quantity of time in dental school curriculum devoted to DFA (m=22) Q21
Comprehensive
6.43% (9)
Sufficient
12.86% (18)
Limited
65.71% (92)
None
15.00% (21)
Quantity of Continuing Education (CE) courses attended on management of DFA (m=22) Q17
0 Courses
37.14% (52)
1 Courses
19.29% (27)
2-4 Courses
30.71% (43)
5-7 Courses
6.43% (9)
>7 Courses
6.43% (9)
m represents the number of survey participants that skipped a particular question

Figure 12. Perceived quality of education during dental school (Q20)
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Figure 13. Perceived quantity of education during dental school (Q21)

Figure 14. Quantity of (CE) courses attended in past decade (Q17)
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Perception of Dental Fear & Anxiety in the dental office varied amongst
practitioners and is depicted in Table 9. Some of these results are illustrated in
Figure 15-Figure 18; most will be further reviewed in the Discussion section.
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Table 9. Perceived Dental Fear & Anxiety (DFA) in the Dental Office
Survey participant's perception of DFA in the dental office

% (n)

Perceived clinical skills in managing DFA (m=22) Q14
Excellent

32.14% (45)

Good

58.57% (82)

Fair

8.57% (12)

Limited/None

0.71% (1)

Perceived quantity of adults that exhibit some degree of DFA (m=23) Q16
<20%

28.78% (40)

20-39%

32.37% (45)

40-59%

18.71% (26)

60-80%

13.67% (19)

>80%

6.47% (9)

Belief that DFA patients improve with each subsequent visit under their care (m=24) Q22
Strongly Agree

29.71% (41)

Agree

63.77% (88)

Disagree

5.80% (8)

Strongly Disagree

0.72% (1)

Belief that younger adults have less dental coping skills than older adults (m=22) Q18
Strongly Agree

12.14% (17)

Agree

35.71% (51)

Disagree

48.57% (68)

Strongly Disagree

3.57% (5)

Belief that there has been a change in the rate of patients interrupting procedures (m=22) Q19
Decreased

55.71% (78)

Stayed the Same

34.29% (48)

Increased

10.00% (14)

Level of stress experienced when treating DFA patients (m=23) Q23
Very Stressful

24.46% (34)

Somewhat Stressful

67.63% (94)

Not at all Stressful

7.91% (11)

Level of difficulty experienced when treating DFA patients (m=22) Q24
Very Difficult

11.68% (16)

Difficult

74.45% (102)

Easy

13.14% (18)

Very Easy

0.73% (1)

m represents the number of survey participants that skipped a particular question
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Figure 15. Clinical skills in managing DFA (Q14)

Figure 16. Perceived quantity of adults whom exhibit some degree of DFA (Q16)
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Figure 17. Level of stress experienced when treating DFA patients (Q23)

Figure 18. Level of difficulty experienced when treating DFA patients (Q24)
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Survey participant’s interests in obtaining education on behavior guidance
techniques are recorded in Table 10. Figure 19 and Figure 20 illustrate the
participants’ interest in learning how to apply specific techniques and their
preference in an instructor, accordingly.

Table 10. Future Education on Behavior Guidance Techniques
Strongly
Strongly
Education of behavior guidance
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
technique (BGT)
% (n)
% (n)
% (n)
% (n)
Survey participant would like to learn how to effectively apply the specific BGT Q11
Behavior Shaping (m=31)
32.58% (43) 52.27% (69) 12.88% (17)
2.27% (3)
Communication/Education (m=30)
37.59% (50) 49.62% (66) 11.28% (15)
1.50% (2)
Distraction/Imagery (m=30)
32.33% (43) 52.63% (70) 13.58% (18)
1.50% (2)
Successive Approximation (m=31)
31.82% (42) 53.79% (71) 12.88% (17)
1.52% (2)
Signaling (m=29)
34.33% (46) 52.24% (70) 11.94% (16)
1.49% (2)
Diaphragmatic Breathing… (m=30)
27.82% (37) 53.38% (71) 16.54% (22)
2.26% (3)
Progressive Muscle Relax… (m=31)
28.79% (38) 50.76% (67) 18.18% (24)
2.27% (3)
Most
Least
Suitable
Suitable
Suitable
% (n)
% (n)
% (n)
Most suitable healthcare professional to teach course on integrating adult BGT into office Q15
A Licensed Psychologist (m=27)
52.21% (71) 22.79% (31) 25.00% (34)
A Pediatric Dentist (m=27)
27.94% (38) 50.74% (69) 21.32% (29)
A General Dentist without Specialty Training (m=27)
19.85% (27) 26.47% (36) 53.68% (73)
% (n)
Willingness to pay to participate in a Continuing Education (CE) course devoted to DFA…(m=23) Q25
Yes
62.14% (87)
No
37.86% (53)
m represents the number of survey participants that skipped a particular question
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Figure 19. Interest in learning how to effectively BGTs (Q11)
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Figure 20. Preference for healthcare professional to teach DFA course (Q15)

There were 15 participants that provided a total of 18 double-answers. A
double-answer in this study denotes two different answers provided by a
participant in response to one question. All of these double-answers were deleted
prior to initiation of the analysis. In regards to the 11 (8.03%) of participants who
answered “Other” as a response to question 26 (what is the extent of your dental
education?); all descriptive answers were categorized into provided options. This
categorization can be viewed in Table 11.
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Table 11. Categorization of “Other” Responses in Question 26 (Extent of Dental
Education)
Placement in Category (Participant's Description of Other)
General Dentistry Degree with Advanced Education
(FAGD, 2000+ Hours)
(General Practice Residency- GPR)
(Geriatrics)
(Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery PGY5)
(Specialist)
General Dentistry with ADA Recognized Dental Specialty Certification
(Endodontist)
(Endodontist + AEGD)
(Oral & Maxillofacial Surgeon)
(Periodontist)
(Prosthodontist, Geriatric Dentistry, Forensics)

Frequency % (n)
0.09% (1)
0.09% (1)
0.09% (1)
0.09% (1)
0.09% (1)
0.09% (1)
0.09% (1)
0.18% (2)
0.09% (1)
0.09% (1)

All data was then coded numerically and sent to statistician for consideration
of data imputation due to missing answers. Data imputation uses responses in the
current data set to randomly impute values for missing data through a series of
probability algorithms in order to decrease the amount of bias that would
accompany the alternative choice of deletion 43. Answers were missing due to
participants either skipping a question (or a portion of a question), quitting the
survey, or due to deletion as a consequence of providing a double-answer. Upon
evaluation of the coded data by the principal investigator and statistician it was
decided that data imputation would not be in the best interest of the study and most
likely result in misrepresentation of the study population due the pattern of missing
entries.
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Missing observations were then deleted in a pairwise method. Which means,
if the participant had a missing observation in an analyzed variable, they were
dropped from the statistical test. A one-tailed z-proportion test was run to test the
differences in proportion as indicated for Aim 1-Aim 4 and results are displayed in
Table 12-Table 15. As previously stated, this study will define “most dentists” as
≥75% of the dentists surveyed.

3.3 Analyses
Table 12. Participants’ Self-Perceived Ability to Effectively Apply Techniques
Aim 1

N

Agree
% (n)

Survey participant believes they can effectively apply the specific BGT Q8
160
92.5% (148)
Behavior Shaping (m=3)

Disagree
% (n)

P-Value

7.5% (12)

0.000

Communication/Education (m=1)

161

96.3% (155)

3.7% (6)

0.000

Distraction/Imagery (m=4)

159

90.6% (144)

9.4% (15)

0.000

Successive Approximation (m=9)

154

88.3% (136)

11.7% (18)

0.000

Signaling (m=3)

159

93.7% (149)

6.3% (10)

0.000

Diaphragmatic Breathing/Relaxation (m=6)

156

76.3% (119)

23.7% (37)

0.782

Progressive Muscle Relaxation (m=14)

148

64.2% (95)*

35.8% (53)

0.003

* Percent of respondents that chose the Agree response is different from ≥75%
m represents the number of survey participants that skipped a particular question
Note: p-value ≤0.05 does not relate to the hypothesis; it indicates that there is a statistical difference between
dichotomous groups

Table 13. Participants’ Frequency of Utilization of BG Strategies

Aim 2

N

Always_Often
% (n)

Seldom_Never
% (n)

Frequency at which survey participants use the specific strategy in their office Q13
140
95.0% (133)
5.0% (7)
Reduction of Waiting Times (m=22)
138
90.6% (125)
9.4% (13)
Allow Patient to Listen to Music (m=22)
140
75.7% (106)
24.3% (34)
Alter Local Anesthetic Technique (m=22)
Divide Treatment into Several Short … (m=24)
Give Patient Choices (m=22)
Relaxation Techniques (m=23)

P-Value

0.000
0.000
0.922

139

74.1% (103)*

25.9% (36)

0.844

139
140

95.7% (133)
70.7% (99)*

4.3% (6)
29.3% (41)

0.000
0.242
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Thorough Explanations (m=23)
Question Patient on Feelings Before… (m=24)
DFA Survey Instrument to identify Pt… (m=27)

139
138
135

98.6% (137)
86.2% (119)
15.6% (21)*

1.4% (2)
(13.8% (19)
84.4% (114)

0.000
0.001
0.000

* Percent of respondents that chose the Agree response is different from ≥75%
m represents the number of survey participants that skipped a particular question
Note: p-value ≤0.05 does not relate to the hypothesis; it indicates that there is a statistical difference between
dichotomous groups

Table 14. Participants Quality of DFA Education
Aim 3 (part 1)

Excellent_Good
% (n)

N

Perceived quality of education during dental school (m=23) Q20
139
31.7% (44)*

Fair_Poor
% (n)

P-Value

68.3%) (95)

0.000

* Percent of respondents that chose the Agree response is different from ≥75%
m represents the number of survey participants that skipped a particular question
Note: p-value ≤0.05 does not relate to the hypothesis; it indicates that there is a statistical difference between
dichotomous groups

Table 15. Participants Quantity of DFA Education
Aim 3 (part 2)

N

Comprehensive_ Sufficient
% (n)

Limited_ None
% (n)

P-Value

Perceived quantity of time in dental school curriculum devoted to DFA (m=22) Q21
140

19.3% (27)*

80.7% (113)

0.000

* Percent of respondents that chose the Agree response is different from ≥75%
m represents the number of survey participants that skipped a particular question
Note: p-value ≤0.05 does not relate to the hypothesis; it indicates that there is a statistical difference between
dichotomous groups

Table 16. Participants’ Understanding of BGT Conceptual Framework
Agree
Disagree
% (n)
% (n)
Perceived understanding of conceptual framework underlying each BGT (m=23) Q9
Behavior Shaping (m=31)
138
96.4% (133)
5 (3.6%)
Aim 4

N

Communication/Education (m=30)

138

P-Value

0.000

97.8% (135)

3 (2.2%)

0.000

Distraction/Imagery (m=30)

139

97.1% (135)

4 (2.9%)

0.000

Successive Approximation (m=31)

138

93.5% (129)

9 (6.5%)

0.000

Signaling (m=29)

136

97.8% (133)

3 (2.2%)

0.000

Diaphragmatic Breathing/Relaxation (m=30)

138

84.1% (116)

22 (15.9%)

0.000

Progressive Muscle Relaxation (m=31)

134

73.9% (99)*

35 (26.1%)

0.000

* Percent of respondents that chose the Agree response is different from ≥75%
m represents the number of survey participants that skipped a particular question
Note: p-value ≤0.05 does not relate to the hypothesis; it indicates that there is a statistical difference between
dichotomous groups
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Chapter 4: Discussion
4.1 Interpretation of Results
As previously mentioned, the majority of participants were male (~75%),
who have been in practice for over 15 years (~80%), and have advanced education
beyond their general dentistry degree (~60%). This limited the scope of the dental
population that these results may be applied. The majority of dentists will refer to
≥75% of participants, as stated in the methodology section.

When evaluating awareness, the majority of dentists reported that they were
familiar with the investigated behavior guidance techniques (especially
Communication/Education), with exception of Progressive Muscle Relaxation
(Table 5 located in 3.2). In regards to the utilization of behavior guidance, there was
an overall agreement (≥75% of participants) that all techniques were appropriate to
use and effective if properly trained (Table 6 located in 3.2). In regards to specific
strategies, the majority of dentists deemed all were effective in their office with
exception of using a DFA Survey Instrument (35.39% disagreed); however, Dividing
Treatment into Several Short Sessions and Relaxation Techniques were seldom or
never used by >25% of participants (Table 6 located in 3.2). Despite the 64.62% of
dentists that agreed a DFA Survey Instrument is effective in their office, 67.65%
report that they never use it (Table 6 located in 3.2).

Evaluation of perceived competence on the utilization and understanding of
behavior guidance techniques yielded an overall agreement that dentists could
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effectively apply BGT, that they understood the conceptual framework, and could
provide specific example of how to use techniques, with exception of Progressive
muscle relaxation across all categories (Table 7 located in 3.2). The competence and
perceived clinical skill reported were surprising given the reported lack of DFA
education reported by the majority of dentists (Table 8 and Table 9 located in 3.2).

4.2 Comparison with other Studies
In a similar study by Brahm et al, the study population was more evenly
distributed amongst gender (~64% female) and years in practice (~57% with >15
years) 16. Similarly, web surveys were emailed to members of a dental association
in Sweden; yet they obtained a calculated response rate of 73.39% in contrast to the
response rate of 3. 28% obtained in this study 16,42. Which suggests that alternative
methods may be needed in the U.S. to obtain valuable unbiased information from
this population. Due to the limited variation in demographic characteristics, this
study was unable to perform analyses that could potentially reproduce pattern
shown in the Brahm et al. study.

Their results for dentists with >15 years in practice showed that 81.1% had
received postgraduate training in dental fear, with 29.6% feeling that they received
enough training, and 70.4% desiring more training 16. This educated group also
reported the highest frequency of usage and competence in non-pharmacological
techniques (with exception of Tell-Show-Do) 16. In contrast, of the dentists with
0-15 years of practice, 28.5% had received postgraduate training in dental fear, with
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57.1% feeling that they received enough training, and 42.9% desiring more
training 16. This less educated group reported lower usage and competence in nonpharmacological techniques (with exception of Tell-Show-Do) and a higher usage
and competence in pharmacological techniques 16.

Our study shows that 80.5% of dentists had limited to no time in dental
school devoted to DFA training, 68.4% felt that their quality of DFA education was
fair of poor, with 37.1% not attending any DFA CE courses over the past decade.
Although this seemingly less educated group showed a desire to learn how to
effectively apply BGT (84.3%), only 62.1% were willing to pay to participate in such
a course. Despite limited DFA education, superficially it appears that U.S. dentist
are competent with BGT with 86.2% reporting that they can effectively apply
techniques, 91.5% reporting that they understand the conceptual framework, and
86.2% reporting that they can provide specific examples of how to use such
techniques.

In contrast, when focusing specifically on the progressive muscle relaxation
technique, 65.1% agree they can effectively use this technique, 73.9% believe they
understand the conceptual framework, and 58.9% think they can provide specific
examples of how to use this technique; yet, only 40.6% of participants were aware
of this technique prior to reading the short definition provided at the beginning of
the survey. This disharmony of only 40.6% of dentists being aware of this
technique; yet, 66.0% believe they have enough of an in-depth understanding to
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explain and effectively apply the technique after reading a concise definition is
ludicrous and possibly discredits all responses related to self-perceived competence
and ability to apply all behavior guidance techniques. Without a specific
intervention that teaches these techniques, it is difficult to evaluate dentists on their
competence.

Our study found that 32.1% perceived that they had excellent skills in
managing DFA; yet, 92.1% experience stress and 86.1% experience difficulty while
treating these patients. With so many practitioners believing their skills are
excellent in DFA management, one would think the frequency of dentists who
experience stress and difficulty would be much lower and more similar to those
frequencies reported in a different study conducted by Brahm et al. 28. Their study
evaluated dentists’ attitudes toward DFA patients. Results depicted that dentists
who perceive themselves as “not so good” (8%) at treating patients with DFA report
more stress (~45%), more difficulty (~50%), and are more reluctant to treat (30%)
this population28. In contrast, those dentist who depicted themselves as “very good”
(19%) at treating patients with DFA report less stress (~10%), less difficulty
(~20%), and are less reluctant to treat (~4%) this population 28.

Although it is recorded in outdated literature, it is reported that 75% of U.S.
adults that have some degree of DFA 25; yet, 79.9% of our participants felt that
<60% of their patients exhibited some degree of DFA, with 28.8% perceiving that
<20% of their patient population exhibit DFA. This unlikely true discrepancy can be
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explained by what Brahm et al. refers to as the “attention factor” 28. The attention
factor refers to those dentists who overestimate DFA because they consider it a
concern or have experienced dental fear/discomfort themselves; or, those dentists
that underestimate the DFA population because they do not recognize the problem
and are unable to discern DFA patients 28. Taking into consideration that
disharmony of survey answers in relation to studies that utilized logistic regression;
it can be presumed that the latter is more likely.

4.3 Interpretation of Specific Aims
4.3.1: Aim 1
Specific aim 1 was used to identify dentists’ self-rated efficacy in using
behavior guidance techniques for treating patients with DFA. Results depicted in
Table 12 (located in Results 3.3) identity progressive muscle relaxation as the only
investigated behavior guidance technique that most dentists (≥75% as defined in
Methodology) have low competence in when managing DFA patients. Only 64.2% of
dentists agreed that they could effectively apply this technique.

4.3.2: Aim 2
Specific aim 2 was used to identify the prevalence of dentists’ utilization of
behavior guidance strategies when managing adult patients with DFA. Results
depicted in Table 13 (located in Results 3.3) identities three strategies that most
dentists (≥75% as defined in Methodology) are not applying to manage DFA
patients. The three strategies, which are not always or often utilized are: divide
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treatment into several short sessions (utilized by 74.1%), use of relaxation
techniques (utilized by 70.7%), and use of a DFA survey instrument (utilized by
15.6%).

4.3.3: Aim 3
4.3.3.1: Aim 3 (part 1)
Specific aim 3 (part 1) was used to identify dentists’ self-rated evaluation of
their quality of curriculum exposure to DFA management education they received
during dental school. Results depicted in Table 14 (located in Results 3.3) identities
that most dentists (≥75% as defined in Methodology) had an insufficient quality of
education on the management of DFA with behavior guidance. Only 31.7%
perceived their quality of education was excellent or good.

4.3.3.2: Aim 3 (part 2)
Specific aim 3 (part 2) was used to identify dentists’ self-rated evaluation of
their quantity of curriculum exposure to DFA management education they received
during dental school. Results depicted in Table 15 (located in Results 3.3) identities
that most dentists (≥75% as defined in Methodology) had an insufficient quantity of
education on the management of DFA with behavior guidance. Only 19.3%
perceived their quantity of education was excellent or good.
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4.3.4: Aim 4
Specific aim 4 was used to evaluate dentists’ self-rated understanding of the
conceptual framework that underlies behavior guidance techniques to identify if
behavior guidance techniques can be properly applied. Results depicted in Table 16
(located in Results 3.3) identity progressive muscle relaxation as the only
investigated behavior guidance technique that most dentists (≥75% as defined in
Methodology) are unaware of its proper application. Only 73.9% of dentists agreed
that they understood the conceptual framework of this technique.

4.3.4.1: True Implications of Aim 4
Specific aim 4 was originally designed with the following hypothesis:
Ha:

If most Dentists’ surveyed do NOT Strongly Agree on their
understanding of the conceptual framework underlying behavior
guidance techniques, then they are not aware of proper application of
behavior guidance techniques on DFA patients.

Data analysis for this aim was supposed to be the following:
For Aim 4:

Question #9 will be used to achieve this aim. A new
dummy variable will be created for question #9. Those who
respond to categories “strongly agree” will be categorized into
one group, those responding “agree” will be categorized into a
second group, and those responding to other 2 categories will
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be categorized into a third group. A one-tailed z-proportion
test will be run to test differences in proportion of dentists
who agree that they understand the conceptual framework
underlying behavior guidance techniques compared to those
who do not.
The aim was modified after receiving the data analysis from the statistician, due to
the results that were provided. The statistician split responses into dichotomous
categories rather than isolating the “strongly agree” category as intended. This was
considered a critical error since proper application of behavior guidance techniques
require practitioners to strongly agree without any doubt that they understand the
conceptual frameworks. Due to limitations with the statistician and lack of access to
data after pairwise deletions occurred it was decided the best course of action was
to modify the aim itself.

When evaluating the frequency data for question #9 (used to answer Aim 4),
it is clear that most dentists do not strongly agree that they understand the
conceptual framework of any of the behavior guidance techniques investigated, as
demonstrated in Table 17 on the following page.
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Table 17. Perceived Competence/Understanding of Behavior Guidance Techniques.
Perceived competence/understanding
behavior guidance technique (BGT)

Strongly
Agree
% (n)

Agree
% (n)

Disagree
% (n)

Strongly
Disagree
% (n)

Survey participant believes they understand the conceptual framework of the specific BGT Q9
Behavior Shaping (m=24)

44.93% (62)*

51.45% (71)

2.17% (3)

1.45% (2)

Communication/Education (m=24)

50.72% (70)*

47.10% (65)

1.45% (2)

0.72% (1)

Distraction/Imagery (m=23)

46.76% (65)*

50.36% (70)

2.16% (3)

0.72% (1)

Successive Approximation (m=24)

43.48% (60)*

50.00% (69)

5.80% (8)

0.72% (1)

Signaling (m=26)

50.74% (69)*

47.06% (64)

1.47% (2)

0.74% (1)

Diaphragmatic Breathing… (m=24)

37.68% (52)*

46.38% (64)

13.77% (19)

2.17% (3)

Progressive Muscle Relax… (m=28)

27.61% (37)*

46.27% (62)

22.39% (30)

3.73% (5)

* Percent of respondents that chose the Agree response is different from ≥75%
m represents the number of survey participants that skipped a particular question

Since the differences between the frequencies prior to and after pairwise deletion
with application of the difference in proportions test are minuet across all
categories of all aims, and the percent of participants who strongly agree that they
understand conceptual framework of BGT range from 27.61% to 50.74%, the
authors can confidently state that most dentists are unaware of the proper
application of any behavior guidance techniques investigated in this study.

Considering an average of only 43.13% of dentists strongly agree that they
understand the conceptual framework of behavior guidance techniques and
assuming the increased likelihood that a portion of survey participants chose to
complete this survey due to their active interest in behavior guidance, it is likely that
this number is higher than the true dental population. Given most dentists do not
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fully understand the conceptual framework and are therefore are unaware of the
proper application of techniques, their opinions of the appropriate use,
effectiveness, and ability to apply BGT is tinted by their own ignorance.

4.3.5: Overall Assessment of Aims
The results of the analysis enable us to reject all null hypotheses and accept
the alternative hypothesis for portions of every aim. Accepting the alternative
hypothesis implies that dentists do not perceive that the quality and quantity of
their behavior guidance education enables them to effectively treat adults with
Dental Fear and Anxiety (DFA) and that there is a need for additional education.
These results are biased due to the dental age of the sample in addition to apparent
ignorance in DFA education. Although the aims of this study were fulfilled, the
authors plan to continue statistical analysis of the data.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
With very limited DFA knowledge, dentists are apt to be blinded to the
potential understanding, application, and success that can come with behavior
guidance education and integration into the dental field. Unlike most tangible things
in dentistry, the success that comes with proper utilization of behavior guidance is
very unlikely to be noticed without education or vicarious condition through
observation of a seasoned provider.

The “blindness” of this particular sample was revealed through the
inconsistency in answers as discussed earlier in chapter 5; such as most dentists
perceiving they understand the conceptual framework of techniques and can
effectively apply them; yet, most experience stress, difficulty, and have very limited
educational background in behavior guidance techniques. With further statistical
analysis and possible application of logistic regression to number of CE courses
attended on DFA in the pass decade, we expect to see patterns similar to other
studies. Since the U.S. appears to have a deficit in active research and application of
behavior guidance in comparison to other countries where this topic is actively
being pursued, it is likely that the participants have not been exposed to the same
vicarious conditioning as practitioners in other studies and therefore have a false
sense of behavior guidance competence. Studies related to adult DFA and nonpharmacological management have come out of Australia 3, Germany 27, London 9,41,
Singapore 23, and Sweden 6,16,24,28 from 2012-2013 alone; in comparison to the U.S.
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with one study published in 2000 on dental anxiety scales by a author based out of
London. Although it cannot be stated with certainty without methodology designed
to perform a thorough literature review, it appears that American dental literature
in the last decade related to adult DFA focuses solely on pharmacological treatment
without regards to DFA recognition and alternative management strategies.

There is an enormous amount of applicable behavior science literature that
could quickly enable the integration of proven strategies into the efficient work
environment of the typical American dental office. Pediatric dentists will most likely
continue to encounter behavior science collogues, such as applied behavior analysis
therapists, through shared special health care needs patients. One alarming
discrepancy noted during the process of this study was that the definition of
behavior shaping and positive reinforcement very different in the literature
depending on which field they are being referenced 2,3,44. If dentistry is going to
progress to incorporate increased behavior sciences, we need to adapt to the world
of our behavior sciences collogues and share the same definitions and meaning
when referring to behavior guidance vocabulary.

The progression in this endeavor will be: to create a study that isolates a
limited number of significant variables from the current study with distribution
through a different conduit outside of the medical marketing agency (MMS Lists);
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followed by, a study that tests graduating dental students on their behavior
guidance knowledge rather than self-perceived knowledge or clinical abilities; and
lastly, a study with intervention to evaluate the effects of behavioral guidance
education on the average dentist.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the dentists’ skills in treating
dental fear and anxiety (DFA) in adult patients, current strategies used in practice to
treat these patients, and to explore the need for additional education. It was
intended to gather information that may be used to advocate for increased
behavioral sciences integration into dentistry that could directly benefit the
pediatric population by easing transition to other dental specialists or into adult
dental care and reducing vertical transmission from caregivers.

The results of this study gathered sufficient information to validate that there
is a need to advocate for increased behavioral sciences integration into dentistry.
With limited modern literature this study also implicates that there is a need to
invest into well-designed studies that prove not only that there is a behavior
guidance deficit in our U.S. dentist population, but the benefits that accompany a
knowledgeable provider in this field. Education in behavior sciences will be very
difficult to sell to the mundane dentist without sufficient exposure through dental
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school or proper marketing of the economic and efficiency benefits that can
accompany integration into any dental office.

APPENDICES
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Appendix A: Raw Data
First 40 Entries Only:
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Appendix B: Dental Fear & Anxiety Survey Email Content and Cover Page:
Subject Line for Email:
Dental Survey on Fear & Anxiety Management in your Practice (Student Research)

Email Content:
Dr. (Insert Dentist’s Last Name),

My name is Sarah Moriarty, DDS. I am a senior resident at Nova Southeastern
University in Fort Lauderdale, FL conducting a brief survey with the intention of
collecting data about how we currently manage apprehensive patients in the dental office
and to explore if a need exists to teach dentists how to efficiently and effectively use
behavior techniques.

Dental Fear & Anxiety (DFA) can negatively affect the flow of your office and make
easy procedures exasperating on anxious patients. Behavioral sciences can be
incorporated into your dental practice to increase patient compliance and satisfaction.
Properly applied techniques enable you to proficiently recognize and address patient
apprehension, allowing you to run a more efficient practice. Completion of this survey
will contribute to an endeavor that may increase behavioral sciences in dental education.

Please help us to collect data in order to fulfill my master’s degree and pursue
advocating for dental education that will benefit both the provider and patient by clicking
on the survey link below.
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Fear & Anxiety Guidance in your Practice Survey

Genuinely,

Sarah C. Moriarty, DDS
2nd Year PG Resident
Nova Southeastern University
Email: moriartydds@gmail.com

Romer A Ocanto, DDS, MS, Med
Chairman of Pediatric Dentistry
Nova Southeastern University
3200 South University Drive
Davie, FL 33328

Opt out statement that appeared at the bottom of the page:

This email powered by Med E-Mail connects physicians with relevant commercial
messages germane to the practice of medicine. If you wish to discontinue receiving
messages from this sender please review your preference page here.
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Cover Page:
Dear Dental Colleague:

This survey is intended to investigate dentists’ skills in treating dental fear and anxiety
(DFA) in adult patients, current strategies used to treat these patients, and to explore the
need for additional education.

Data collected from this questionnaire will be used to determine if there is a generalized
lack of DFA training.

This questionnaire is voluntary and will take approximately 10-15 minutes to complete.
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Appendix C: Dental Fear & Anxiety Survey:

Page 1:
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Page 2:
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Page 3:
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Page 4:
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Page 5:
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Page 6:
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Appendix D: NSU IRB Approval
IRB Initial Approval
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IRB Amendment Approval
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